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Abstract

Netherlands) (Newman et al., 2018). The reasons
for the growing online consumption of news are
many: digital outlets provide higher interactivity
and greater freedom of choice for news readers
(Van Aelst et al., 2017), and the possibility to access them through mobile devices enables more
flexibility and convenience in consuming news
content (Schrøder, 2015).
Despite the multiple benefits associated with
"the digital turn" in news consumption, it also
raises concerns regarding possible changes in the
societal role of news media (Coddington, 2015).
It has been established that there is a relationship
between news consumption and the formation of
public agendas, including political attitudes of the
general population (McCombs, 2014). However,
the possible impact of digitalization on these relationships remains a subject of academic debate
(Helberger, 2015; Eskens et al., 2017; Van Aelst
et al., 2017). An increasing number of studies examine the possible connection between online news consumption and the formation of isolated ideological communities, which can nurture biases and limit citizens’ societal participation (Gentzkow and Shapiro, 2011; Flaxman et al.,
2016; Sunstein, 2017). Such formations can lead
to increased political or personal radicalization,
which is a concern for societal cohesion.
Polarization concerns related to audience segmentation are amplified by the use of affective language for producing online news stories (Soroka
et al., 2015). Despite the widespread belief that
news stories tend to use balanced and unbiased
language, recent studies suggest that this is not
necessarily true, in particular in the case of news
stories crafted for online environments such as
news websites (Young and Soroka, 2012). A number of studies suggest that the use of affective
language can increase audience engagement with

News consumption exhibits an increasing shift
towards online sources, which bring platforms
such as YouTube more into focus. Thus, the
distribution of politically loaded news is easier, receives more attention, but also raises the
concern of forming isolated ideological communities. Understanding how such news is
communicated and received is becoming increasingly important. To expand our understanding in this domain, we apply a linguistic
temporal trajectory analysis to analyze sentiment patterns in English-language videos from
news channels on YouTube. We examine transcripts from videos distributed through eight
channels with pro-left and pro-right political
leanings. Using unsupervised clustering, we
identify seven different sentiment patterns in
the transcripts. We found that the use of two
sentiment patterns differed significantly depending on political leaning. Furthermore, we
used predictive models to examine how different sentiment patterns relate to video popularity and if they differ depending on the channel’s political leaning. No clear relations between sentiment patterns and popularity were
found. However, results indicate, that videos
from pro-right news channels are more popular and that a negative sentiment further increases that popularity, when sentiments are
averaged for each video.
Keywords: linguistic temporal trajectory
analysis, online news, left-wing, right-wing,
sentiment analysis, YouTube
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Introduction

Today, news is increasingly consumed through online platforms. Approximately nine out of ten
adults (93%) in the US acknowledge reading news
online (Center, 2018); similar, if slightly lower
rates, are observed for many European countries (e.g. 65% of Germany and 79% in the
84
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The growing adoption of sentiment analysis as
a research tool is accompanied by methodological improvements. Originally employed for classifying user reviews coming from the commercial
domain (Pang and Lee, 2008), early approaches
to sentiment analysis were focused on producing a
single sentiment score for the specific document or
a text section using binary assessments of polarity.
Such approaches, however, resulted in rather simplified evaluations, which reduced sentiment complexity to binary constructs under which the whole
document could be either positive or negative or
(in some cases) neutral. This can lead to incorrect
conflations of sentiment variations within a text.

news content (e.g. stories with a negative tone
seem to be more popular (Trussler and Soroka,
2014; Soroka et al., 2015)). At the same time, the
relationship between a narrative’s popularity and
the specific patterns of sentiment remains underinvestigated, as well as the ways this relationship varies among audiences with different political leanings.
In this paper, we contribute to the debate on
the use of emotionally loaded language in online news stories as well as its variations between
outlets with different political leanings. Specifically, we examine the sentiment trajectories of
YouTube news channels related to major Englishlanguage media outlets. Our interest in YouTube
is attributed to the platform’s significant impact
on information consumption as users increasingly
consume news in the video format (al Nashmi
et al., 2017). Together with Facebook, YouTube
is the main platform used by consumers to watch
news outside of news organizations’ own websites
(Newman et al., 2018). News content produced by
news organizations for YouTube usually follows
traditional broadcast standards (Peer and Ksiazek,
2011) and formats (al Nashmi et al., 2017) and
often serves as an extension of their distribution
model. At the same, YouTube also enables experimenting with new formats and engaging audiences in more interactive or provocative ways
(al Nashmi et al., 2017).
Using YouTube as a case platform, we test for
differences in the dynamic use of sentiment in
news coverage between channels leaning to the
political left (e.g. CNN) and right (e.g. Fox
News). Additionally, we examine if sentiment patterns have predictive value for news videos’ popularity on YouTube.

2

The response to these limitations included the
advancement towards more fine-grained assessments of sentiment, including the identification of
a more complex spectrum of emotions (Cambria
et al., 2015), but also the transition towards the dynamic assessment of sentiment shifts throughout
texts (Jockers, 2015; Tanveer et al., 2018; Kleinberg et al., 2018).
Until now, the sentiment of news stories remains a rather under-investigated subject. Kaya
et al. (2012) note that unlike user reviews of products (e.g. movies), news stories are considered
to be written in a neutral way. A different study
found that news stories about the economy and
the environment were overall more positive than
about crime or international topics, which were
overall more negative (Young and Soroka, 2012).
Despite the growing number of studies on news
sentiment, only a few of them so far approach it
by considering the dynamic shifts of sentiment.
A study, examining sentiments of different topics (e.g. earthquakes) included time stamps over
a three months period, to model the sentimental
change of news stories (Fukuhara et al., 2007).
In that way, they were able to show a sudden increase of negative emotions in news corpora, when
an earthquake occurred. These negative emotions
slowly decreases over time. While this approach
models sentiment change over time, it cannot account for shifts within single stories.

Related Work

Since the mid 2000s, sentiment analysis remains
one of the fastest growing fields of machine learning and computational linguistics (Mäntylä et al.,
2018). Defined by Liu (2010) as a collection of
methods for detecting and extracting subjective
information (e.g. opinions, attitudes and emotions) from language, sentiment analysis is increasingly adopted for multiple academic areas,
varying from from media studies (Sivek, 2018)
to literature (Gao et al., 2016) to political science (Cambria, 2016) and conflict studies (Welch,
2018).

Among multiple areas of research on news story
sentiment, the issue of variation in the use of affective language by news outlets with different political leanings (e.g. left- or right-wing) is both underinvestigated and urgent. The language of politicsrelated texts does not only reflect, but can also
influence the sentiments of the audience (Brader,
85

3.1

2005). A number of studies point to the distinct features of online political communication
depending on the actors’ political leaning (e.g.
(Engesser et al., 2017; Bracciale and Martella,
2017; Hameleers et al., 2017; Schoonvelde et al.,
2019a)). Engesser et al. (2017) identify that social
media usage of right-wing political actors is characterized by the use of a few key features, such as
emphasizing the sovereignty of the people, advocating for the people, attacking the elite, ostracizing others, and invoking the concept of a "heartland". Similarly, Bracciale and Martella (2017)
show that communication styles of populist actors
tend to involve highly emotional language and that
they are particularly keen on referring to negative
emotions (e.g. fear) to mobilize their supporters.
The studies mentioned above, however, focus
on political statements produced and distributed
through different media; yet, little is known how
different political sentiments materialize in online
news stories, in particular in the YouTube video
format, which is the major focus of our study. A
number of studies discuss the impact of news outlet ideological leanings on the way specific subjects are covered (de Vreese, 2005). Most of these
works, however, tend to focus on traditional formats of news stories (i.e. text) and use qualitative
approaches to examine coverage of a specific subject, such as climate change (Dotson et al., 2012;
Feldman et al., 2012) or protest campaigns (Ha
and Shin, 2016; Shahin et al., 2016). In our paper,
we propose to look at the intra-textual dynamics
of the overall sentiment of content produced by
the outlet in question and employ a quantitative
approach to trace if there are differences between
right- and left-wing news outlets.

3

News channels selection

The data consist of all English-language channels from the top 250 news channels on
YouTube, which were ranked by SOCIALBLADE3 (www.socialblade.com, retrieved
November 2018). From that pool, 18 news channels were selected, which were identified as the
ones holding political bias (i.e. either left- or
right-wing) by Media Bias/Fact Check4 . The website uses a rating method to identify biases among
information sources and has been used by previous studies dealing with media bias (Bentley
et al., 2019; Bovet and Makse, 2019; Mehta and
Guzmán, 2018).
3.2

Obtaining video transcripts

Video transcripts were scraped with the help of
"www.downsub.com", which retrieves the transcripts of specific YouTube video URLs, and
the "beautifulsoup" python package (Richardson,
2019) (for more details see Kleinberg et al.
(2018)). Downloaded transcripts were manually or automatically generated. Videos without transcripts were not included in further analyses. Retrieved transcripts were cleaned by removing XML tags and merged into one string,
without punctuation for each video. Selected transcripts for further processing adhered to the following criteria: at least 100 words; at least 50%
of words are matched English words; at least 90%
of words are ASCII-encoded; and from channels
with more than 2000 valid transcripts. Subsequently, for 4 left and 4 right channels (randomly
selected) 2000 transcripts were selected, 7 nonEnglish transcripts from Business Insider and Russian today were then excluded, resulting in a balanced dataset of 15993 transcripts (table 1).

Method

3.3

The data used in this study are publicly available1
and the current work is the joint product of a workshop on linguistic temporal trajectory analysis at
the European Symposium Series on Societal Challenges in Computational Social Science in 2018.
This includes the pre-processing and feature extraction2 of the data, which is needed for the analyses we performed in the current study. The data
has not been used in other research and was specifically collected to devise the current work.

Popularity rating

Since we are interested in the popularity rating of
each video and its association to sentiment style,
we created an adjusted popularity rating. We calculated a popularity index defined as the number of upvotes divided by the total views for each
video, which would be a score between 0 (no upvotes) and 1 (upvotes is equal to views). The adjustment allows us to compare the popularity be3

SOCIALBALDE is an online platform, using data from
different online platforms, such as Youtube, to create statistics and rankings of these platforms and their content.
4
For more details, see the project’s website, https://
mediabiasfactcheck.com.

1

Data: https://github.com/ben-aaron188/
ltta_workshop
2
Code for feature extraction: https://github.
com/ben-aaron188/naive_context_sentiment
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Channel
AI Jazeera English
Business Insider
Fox news channel
MSNBC clean forward
Russia today5
The young turks
The daily wire
Rebel Media

tween videos, which have different upload dates,
because videos available over a prolonged period
of time have the advantage of accumulating more
upvotes.
3.4

Feature extraction

The organizers of the workshop provided us
with the necessary features for further analyses,
who were inspired by Jockers (2015) and Gao
et al. (2016); (for more details see Kleinberg
et al. (2018)). Features were generated from the
transcripts, which capture the sentiment change
throughout the transcript. The applied method is
based on the approach of the R package "sentimentr" (Rinker, 2019a), which generates sentiments on a sentence level, but the current approach
extends it to continuous text without punctuation
as is the case with video transcripts. The "naive
context" sentiment extractor (Kleinberg et al.,
2018) accounts for valence shifters, which influence the meaning of the sentiment. Negators (e.g.,
not, doesn’t), [de-]amplifiers (e.g., really, hardly),
and adversative conjunctions (e.g., but, however)
were included. This is important when generating
the sentiments for sentences like "I had a really
good day" (amplifying "good" through "really")
or "My day was not bad" (changing "bad" from a
negative to a positive sentiment through "not"). In
order to extract sentiment values, each word is assigned a sentiment value based on the "Jockers and
Rinker Polarity Lookup Table" from the lexicon R
package (Rinker, 2019b). For the extractions of
the features a window approach is taken, by which
the sentiment of the core word and its surrounding words of +/ − 3 are considered. This cluster
of seven words is assigned an adjusted sentiment
value by calculating the product of all the sentiment values in the cluster. The features are represented in vectors, containing zeros and weighted
sentiment values. Theses values are standardized
to a narrative time from 0 to 100, with a discrete
cosine transformation from the "syuzhet" R package (Jockers, 2015) and scaled from −1 to +1 (i.e.
lowest sentiment (negative) per transcript to highest sentiment (positive) per transcript).

4
4.1

Pol
Left
Left
Right
Left
Right
Left
Right
Right

N. of videos
2000
1997
2000
2000
1996
2000
2000
2000

Avg. wc
1000.49
501.56
777.85
1499.25
1422.71
1504.59
4845.80
1250.73

Table 1: YouTube news channels distribution; Pol =
Political leaning; N. = number; wc = word count

leanings (table 1).
4.2

Clustering

In order to examine sentiment patterns within the
YouTube videos and their predictive value on popularity, we examined whether overarching sentiment patterns are present. We used an unsupervised k-means clustering method and determined
the number of k through the within cluster sum of
squares inflexion method (Thorndike, 1953) for 1
to 30 clusters (figure 1). Following this, we used
a k-means method with k = 7, which resulted in
seven clusters, each representing a sentiment behavior pattern found in the transcripts. All the patterns are displayed in figure 1, showing the average sentiment trajectory for the adjusted timescale
from 0 to 100, and sentiments from −1 (most negative) to +1 (most positive). The patterns correspond well with the patterns found in related work
(Kleinberg et al., 2018). Thus, we assigned the
corresponding taxonomy names to our patterns.
The dotted blue line indicates the average behavior
pattern for the cluster and the red lines indicate the
standard deviation of +/ − 1. Table 2 shows the
taxonomies and descriptive statistics of the sentiment clusters.
4.3

Sentiment styles and political stance

We also examined whether there is a relationship
between political stance and sentiment clusters. A
significant association was found with a 2 (political stance) by seven (cluster) Chi-square test
(χ2 (14) = 25.31, p < 0.001). Table 3 shows
that the cluster "Downhill from here" was significantly p < 0.01 more used by politically right
leaning news channels. The reversed effect was
observed for the cluster "Uphill from here", which

Results
Data

5
Russia today (RT) can be considered as having a rightleaning political political stance at its core. However, this
can have some exceptions, such as supporting the yellow vest
movement in France.

The total data set consists of 15993 video transcripts, which are distributed between eight news
channels, and are equally divided into political
87
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Figure 1: Cluster plot and sentiment behavior patterns for each cluster.

Cluster
Rags to riches
Riches to rags
Downhill from here
End on a high note
Uphill from here
End on a low note
Mood swing
Total

Description
Negative curve turns into positive curve
Positive curve turns into negative curve
Short positive turns into consistent negative
Short negative turns into consistent positive
Consistent negative turns into short positive
Consistent positive turns into short negative
Small positive start into negative-positivenegative curves with small positive ending
All

N. of videos
2675
2587
2177
2194
2085
1547
2728

% of videos
16.73
16.18
13.61
13.72
13.04
9.67
17.06

Avg. vc
827.00
1002.47
919.94
928.78
823.17
846.80
910.83

Avg. up v.
15.53
17.11
16.82
17.03
14.37
16.81
16.57

15993

100

897.71

16.32

Table 2: Sentiment styles taxonomy (adopted from Kleinberg et al. (2018)) and descriptive statistics; Average
(Avg.) scores are adjusted by the number of days the videos were uploaded; N = Number; vc = view count; v =
votes.

Cluster
Rags to riches
Riches to rags
Downhill from here
End on a high note
Uphill from here
End on a low note
Mood swing

Political leaning
Left
Right
-0.96
0.96
1.09
-1.09
-3.25* 3.25*
1.28
-1.28
2.74* -2.74*
-2.44
2.44
1.13
-1.13

a low note" (β = .02, se = 1.87, p = .99). Neither model explains a sufficient proportion of the
variance to be considered informative, R2 = 0.00
and R2 = 0.03, for the first and second model,
respectively.
We also split the transcripts in three equal sized
components (beginning, middle, and end) and calculated the average sentiment rating for each part
and used a OLS regression model to test for an effect of the components on the adjusted popularity
(F (10, 15982) = 52.46, p < .001, r2 = 0.03).
No significant effects were found, after controlling for channel: "Beginning" (β = −1.28, se =
1.02, p = .68), "Middle" (β = −1.65, se =
−1.65, p = .11), "End" (β = −1.79, se =
1.09, p = .1).

Table 3: Chi-Square residuals; * = statistically significant (α = 0.01).

were used more often by politically left leaning
news channels.
4.4

Sentiment clusters and popularity

In addition we used an OLS regression model
to test if the average sentiment score of each transcript and political leaning had an effect on the
adjusted popularity (F (3, 15989) = 1759, p <
.001, r2 = 0.248). It seems that the model can
account for 24% of the variance in adjusted popularity. The model exhibits a significant constant (β = 0.013, se < 0.001, p < 0.001), a
significant main effect of political leaning (right)
(β = 0.021, se < 0.001, p < 0.001), an insignificant main effect for average sentiment (β =
−0.0004, se = 0.001, p = 0.66), and a significant
interaction between average sentiment and political leaning (right) (β = −0.003, se < 0.001, p =
0.034). The model predicted adjusted popularity for left wing channel when average sentiment
equals to zero is 0.013 and 0.013 + 0.02 = 0.033
for right wing channels. The slope of the regression line for the left wing channel is -0.0004 and
-0.0004 - 0.003 = -0.0034 for right wing channels,
suggesting that the effect of average sentiment is
greater in magnitude for right wing than for left
wing channels.

To assess the relationship between the sentiment
clusters and political orientations on popularity
rating, we conducted three least square regression models in R with the "caret" package (Kuhn,
2008). The different sentiment clusters were the
predictors for the adjusted popularity rating. We
used the cluster "mood swing" as the reference
category as it was closest to the overall average
of the adjusted upvotes, all other clusters were
treated as a separate dichotomous variable. Our
first regression model included sentiment clusters,
which consisted of all news channels. The second
regression model included the channel as a fixed
effect along with sentiment clusters. The analysis
indicated that there was no significant difference
in the adjusted popularity rating between the clusters in the second model; "Rags to riches" (β =
−1.28, se = 1.60, p = .42), "Riches to rags" (β =
.47, se = 1.61, p = .77), "Down hill from here"
(β = −1.25, se = 1.69, p = .46), "End on a high
note" (β = .4, se = 1.69, p = .81), "Up hill from
her" (β = −1.71, se = 1.71, p = .32), "End on
89

5

Discussion

et al., 2019b)).
Further research could examine the distribution
of sentiment patterns between specific YouTube
channels and investigate how factors, such as
viewership or content influence them. This could
include how pro-right/left channels differ in the
amount of content creation for specific topics and
how sentiment is used within this content. In addition, future work could examine if political leaning has predictive value on sentiment clusters for
specific topics. This could be useful to ascertain
whether news channels with a right or left political leaning discuss specific topics more often and
differently than others and with what type of sentiment style.

In this study we examined sentiment patterns in
news videos published on YouTube channels with
different political leanings. Using sentiment trajectory analysis, we identified recurring patterns
of sentiment changes, which were then grouped
through k-means clustering into seven major categories of videos based on their sentiment patterns (e.g. "rags to riches" or "mood swings").
These patterns correspond to the ones identified in
previous research on sentiment patterns of vloggers on YouTube (Kleinberg et al., 2018). While
YouTube videos of vloggers and news channels
differ in their domain, the persistence of similar
sentiment clusters might indicate the presence of a
few consistent sentiment styles that are shared between specific content domains and themes across
YouTube. Future research could further examine
whether similar patterns persist across various domains of YouTube content.
5.1

5.2

Predicting video popularity through
sentiment patterns

Our study indicated that sentiment patterns are
weak predictors of news video popularity. A
number of studies suggest that content-based features, in particular sentiment, have a strong impact
on news content popularity (Trussler and Soroka,
2014; Soroka et al., 2015). However, our findings
align with results of other studies that emphasize
the importance of looking at a broader set of features, in particular contextual ones (e.g., the time
of publication), for predicting the popularity of
news content (Tatar et al., 2012; Keneshloo et al.,
2016). Additionally, in the case of YouTube, the
importance of other content-agnostic factors (e.g.,
the total views a channel received previously) for
predicting the popularity of videos has been noted
(Borghol et al., 2012; Figueiredo et al., 2014).
It is important to note that the current prediction
task, with sentiment clusters, does not account for
the temporal properties of the sentiment trajectories. Future research could utilize the sequential
alignment of the raw sentiment scores by integrating this aspect into a prediction task of video popularity. That way, the features could be used without condensing information (e.g., into clusters)
and acknowledge the sequential nature of sentiment trajectories.

Sentiment pattern by political stance

Our results show, that political leanings seem to
influence the usage of sentiment patterns: "Downhill from here" was used more often by pro-right
news channels than by pro-left news channels, and
conversely "Uphill from here" was used more often by pro-left news channels. It is interesting
that both sentiment patterns exhibit the same proportion of negative and positive sentiment (80/20
respectively), but are different in sentiment order
(see figure 1).
It is important to note that previous studies show
that the sentiment of politics-related content, such
as political ads, can affect the emotional state of
the viewer (Brader, 2005). For the "Downhill from
here" and "Uphill from here" patterns, viewers of
pro-right news channels are left with a more negative sentiment and viewers of pro-left news channels are left with a more positive sentiment after
watching the whole video.
At the same time, while some sentiment patterns seem to be more commonly used by channels
with specific political leaning, it is difficult to propose a strong theoretical background which can
explain this link. The complexity of this task is related to the large number of factors (both ideological, but also contextual) which can influence the
use of language for political purposes (for a more
detailed discussion see recent work on linguistic complexity of political speeches (Schoonvelde

5.3

Predicting popularity through average
sentiment and political stance

We also tested for effects of average sentiment
scores and political leaning on popularity with.
The regression model was able to account for 24%
of the variance of video popularity. Examining
the model’s coefficients more closely show, that
90

We found seven sentiment shapes similar to those
found in previous research. The cluster "Mood
swings" was most prominent whereas "End on a
low note" was least prominent. Two additional
sentiment clusters seemed to be used differently
depending on political leaning of the channels: the
cluster "Downhill from here" was used more often
by pro-right news channels than by pro-left news
channels. The reversed effect was observed for
the cluster "Uphill from here". In addition, sentiment clusters seem to have no predictive value on
popularity ratings. However, we found that proright videos were more popular and that negative
sentiments increased popularity, for averaged sentiment scores of each video. Future research on
dynamic approaches to sentiment analysis might
help overcome some of the current limitations and
offer more nuanced insights into language use in
online media.

popularity seem to be higher when the video originated from a pro-right news channel. Furthermore,
the interaction of political leaning and sentiment
scores shows, that a negative sentiment will increase popularity, while a positive sentiment will
decrease popularity more for videos from proright news channels. Our findings support earlier
work, which show that a negative tone seem to be
more popular overall (Trussler and Soroka, 2014;
Soroka et al., 2015).
5.4

Limitations

The current dataset consists of transcripts of
YouTube videos and it is important to recognize
that aspects such as video and audio of the clips
are not integrated in the analyses. News channels
might utilize audio and visual effects differently,
which could affect text sentiment and video popularity.
In addition, the obtained transcripts in our analyses could have been generated manually or automatically, hence might differ in quality. Since
there is no direct indicator of this, we do not know
in what proportion they are represented in our corpus.
Generating appropriate and accurate bias ratings for news channels is not easy. Therefore,
it is not guaranteed that the bias rating of Media
Bias/Fact Check is accurate in all regards. However, it has a comprehensive list of news channels,
which are not always covered by other bias rating
resources (Budak et al., 2016; Center, 2018).
Finally, in our study we specifically focused on
YouTube videos. While earlier studies (Peer and
Ksiazek, 2011; al Nashmi et al., 2017) demonstrate that content produced by legacy media for
YouTube often follows the same standards and
formats as stories produced for other platforms,
there also exceptions from this rule. Some news
organizations (for instance, RT) tend to push
more provocative stories to YouTube, whereas
others (such as CNN) preferred to publish more
lighter content on the platform (al Nashmi et al.,
2017). These distinct features of content distributed through YouTube news channels can impact our observations.
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